Early Baptism Records of St. Joseph's Near Somerset
(1818-1834)

Commentary, translation, interpretation, and arrangement copyright 2003 by the Catholic Record Society – Diocese of Columbus.

The records presented below are the earliest Catholic baptismal records of Ohio. They were written and kept at the first Catholic parish in the state, St. Joseph Parish near Somerset in Perry County, but they include ceremonies conducted throughout southern, central, and eastern Ohio by the Dominican priests (and a few by diocesan priests) on their journeys through the wilderness.

The first transcription of these records was published in the very first Bulletin of the Catholic Record Society in January, 1975 and continuing into the 1976 issues. This was a devoted effort by the late Monsignor Herman E. Mattingly, who apparently worked from the original book, at that time located in the archives of the Dominican Fathers at their House of Studies in Washington, D.C. This was a tremendous undertaking, for the book is a confusing mass of records in different scripts and in different arrangements, quite difficult to read in places, with records scattered in odd chronological order, and with some records repeated and in the process changed, sometimes with additional information, sometimes with less, and sometimes with different dates.

Using two microfilms, one with a sharper image and the other with better contrast, and using prints from these films that enhanced their legibility, and having the advantage of the first transcription and the index, it has been possible to prepare this transcription more accurately. It includes not only corrections of names and dates, but also additional records that were missed in the first effort. Therefore this reading should be considered to completely replace the one published in our Bulletin in 1975 and 1976.

Arrangement of the Original Record

As far as possible, this transcription, like that made by Monsignor Mattingly, has been placed in chronological order. The order of the original book may be of some interest, or at least shows why some dates are in question.

The pages of the book are not numbered. In this description, single pages containing information or double-page tables are each considered to have a number.

Page 1 – This contains the text written by Father Fenwick, as transcribed below, noting the baptisms of persons unrecorded and the blessing of the first log church at St. Joseph.

Pages 2 to 23 – These began as a list of baptisms entered according to the first letter of the given name of the person baptized. The letters I and J are combined; the page for K was used to extend the letter J; there are no pages for Q, V, Y, or Z. The dates for this original arrangement are from 1818 to 1821. Scattered throughout these pages are additional entries, not arranged by name, from as late as 1825, primarily entered by Fathers Thomas
Martin and D. J. O'Leary.


Pages 26 to 29 – Records of mixed date by Fathers Thomas Martin and Nicholas D. Young.

Page 30 – This apparently is a continuation of Father DeRaymaeker’s table, from April to July of 1825.

Page 31 – A blank page except for one person for whom a record is fully written elsewhere.

Pages 32 and 33 – These continue the letter M from the first section of the book, from April of 1821 to May, 1823. There follow mixed records of 1824.

Page 34 – Continues the letter S from the first section, for 1823, followed by mixed records from 1824.

Page 35 – Contains only one record, by Father O’Leary, dated 1825.

Page 36 – This page contains only two names with partial data, both represented by more complete records elsewhere in the book.

Page 37 – This has a list of “Books lent out”, apparently in 1819 and 1821. The names of the borrowers are Betsy Walker, Peter Dittoe, Betsy Dittoe, and Mr. Finck.

Pages 38 to 45 – These pages are a record of baptisms made on missionary journeys by Father Thomas Martin, as noted on the bottom of page 45, from July, 1825 to August, 1827. The earlier part of this record, apparently for June of 1825, is on pages 62 and 63.

Pages 46 to 57 – These contain records from November of 1827 to September, 1829 by Fathers John A. Hill, Thomas Martin, and DeRaymaeker.

Pages 58 to 61 – Dated October, 1831 to February, 1832, these are baptisms by Fathers D. J. O’Leary, J. V. Bullock, C. D. Bowling, and N. D. Young.

Pages 62 and 63 – As mentioned above, these appear to be the first part of Father Martin’s record, from June of 1825.

Pages 64 to 68 – These are five pairs of pages, dated from mid-1822 to July, 1826. The records were copied from elsewhere in the book into chronological order. Someone with intimate knowledge of the persons involved made changes to correct the misspellings originally made by the immigrant priests, and in one case changed a surname entirely.

Pages 69 to 147 – These conclude the record in more or less chronological order, apparently depending upon when the priests returned from the missions and made the entries, from 1826 to 1834.

---

Transcription

"NB. In the year 1817 & 1818 I baptized in different parts of the Ohio State 162 persons, young and old whose names, & sponsors, cannot now be recollected, as I was then an Itinerant missioner and such persons were generally discovered & brought to me accidentally. Rd. Mr. Young during his journey to Maryld & back to Ohio in this year of 1818 baptized about 30 in a similar manner. (Signed) Edwᵈ(4,6),(995,990) Fenwick.

On 6th of dicemver 1818 St. Joseph's Chapel was opened and blessed in Perry C. Ohio.

Gloria tibi Domine
& ego adjuvam & in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis.

1818

July 11: Daniel Gray, adult; witness Rev. Mr. Young
Oct. 20: Barbara J. Carrol, of Lawrence and Maryann
Oct. 24: Fanny Sapp, of George and Catherine
Dec. 24: Nicholas J. Rian, of James
Dec. 25: Thomas J. Nivel, of John and Mary
Dec. 27: Joseph Delong, of Edward De long. -- Rd. E. Fenwick

1819

Jan. 3: Louise [perhaps “&”] Elizabeth Flowers, of Christopher and Elizabeth Flowers
Jan. 3: D [blank] McGovern, witness, self only
Jan. 10: Mary Delong, of Joseph and Elizabeth Delong
Feb. 2: Pius Chambers, of John & Elizabeth Chambers
Feb. 2: Edward Conely, of George and. Catherine
Mar. 21: Anna Bella, of Philip Keenin and [blank]
Mar. 22: Mary Cull, wife of Felix
Mar. 29: Martin Timonds, of John and Catherine
Apr. 5: John Burgoon
Apr. 25: Martha Rien, of Patrick and. Mary Rien
May 13: Conrad & Andrew Snider, twins
May 29: William H. Ijames, of William and Catherine
May 30: Mary Bowergone, of Levi and C. Bowergone
May 31: George A. Flowers, of Joseph and Catherine [n1]
June 20: George Flowers, of Henry and Susanna [n1]

[n1: These two entries are on a different page and could be as late as 1824.]

NB. During my missionary excursion to Mt. Vernon, Wooster, Canton & N. Lisbon in May & June 1819, I have baptized 34 children and 1 adult (Mrs. M. Gallagher), married 5 couples, and buried two persons, and received. into the Ch 6 adults.

July 4: Catherine A. Dittoe, of Michael and Barbara
[before Jan. 26, 1820]: Daniel, of Patrick and Margaret O'Hara; sponsors, Elizabeth Hines
July 10: Sarah Shearn, of Patrick and Mary Shearn
July 25: Peter M. Ward, of John and Sarah
July 25: Jane McCaughy, wife of Hue McCaughy
July 27: John and Ann, son & daughter of the above
Aug. 1: Margaret Duofy, of John and Sarah
Aug. 1: Margaret, Winifred and Everine Higgon, of John and Mary
Aug. 6: Elizabeth Rebecca, of Doctr and Mary Poujeade
Aug. 6: Elizabeth, of Peter and Ann Dittoe; sponsors, Henry Dittoe and Mary L Spurck
Aug. 7 [or 1]: Jane Cretan, of James and Elizabeth
Aug. 7 [or 9]: Alexander and Michael Mullin, children of John and Elizabeth Mullin
Aug. 8: William Arnold, of George Arnold
Aug. 29: Linus A. Dittoe, of John Dittoe and Eve
Oct. 10: William Kelly, of James and Mary
Oct. 14: James Jones, of William and Mary
Oct. 27: Mary, George and Cornelius McClones, of Cornelius and Mary
----- Mary, Catherine, Rosy and Barney Curran, of Denis and Mary
----- Matthew, Margaret and Hannah Mattingly, of William and Mary
Nov. 13: John Crogen, of William and Mary
[n2]: Isaac Welker, of Solomon and Elizabeth
[n2]: James White, of Thomas and Winifred
[note 2: between Nov. 13 and Nov. 20]
Nov. 15: Shadrick Draper, of John and Priscilla
Nov. 20: James Divit, of Daniel and Ann
[between Nov. 20, 1819 and Jan. 9, 1820]: Jacob Collophy, of Timothy and Sarah

1820
Jan. 3: John B. Orton, lawyer; witnesses, Mr. Flum [?], Ed Clark, Polly Myors
Jan. 8: John, of William Wallace, Lancaster; sponsor, Michael Garrathy
Jan. 8: Sarah Jane, daughter of Michael and Sarah Garathy; sponsor, James Garathy
Jan. 9: John Clement, of John Braddock; sponsors, Anth Fink and Polly Myors
Jan. 15: Sarah Jane, of [blank] Atkinson; sponsors, H. Dittoe and Sarah Fink
Jan. 15: Sarah Ann of [blank] Musselman; sponsors same as above
Jan. 18: Mary Kiegan, adult, wife of J. Keegan; witness, Polly Myors
Jan. 26: David Burgoon, of Richard and [blank]
Jan. 27: William C. Rogers, of John and Ann
Jan. 30: Stephen Newcomer, of Jacob and Mary
Feb. 3: Hannah Archer, of Jacob and Sarah
Feb. 3: Eliseus Archer, of Michael and Rody
Feb. 3: Robert A. Archer, of Simon and Rody
Feb. 28: Mary Timoney, of Denis and Ann
Feb. 28: William Waterhouse, of William and Eleanor
Feb. 29: Daniel McConnaughy, of Hue and Jane
Feb. 29: James Delong, of George and Rachel
Mar. 2: Mary McConnaughy, of Hue and Jane
Mar. 11 Mary, of Mary and [blank] Keegan
Mar. 19: Mary Elizabeth Empic
Mar. 19: Jeremiah Hart, Samuel Hart, William Hart
Mar. 25: Peter Hanan [?], of Joseph and Marcolina
Apr. 2: Nicholas A. Cody, of Thomas and Nancy
Apr. 2: Peter T. Cody, of Thomas and Ann
Apr. 3: Rosanna Crossin, of Manuel and Mary
Apr. 7: Jane Delong, of Edward and Rachael
Apr. 9: James Longstrith, of Bartholomew and Sarah
Apr. 9: Susanna George, of Michael and Mary
Apr. 9: Sarah George, of Michael and Mary
Apr. 10: Mary Ann Burgoon, of James and Mary
Apr. 15: Ann McManimy, adult
Apr. 15: Ann Amelia, daughter of above
Apr. 15: Sarah Hart
May 25: David Flowers, of Christopher and Catherine
June 1: Mary Ann McGlocklin, of John and Maryann
June 11: Jacob George, of Michael and Mary
June 11: Catherine Beckwith, of Tobias and Bridget
June 18: Elizabeth Miller, of George and Catherine
June 18: Anastatius Rian, of William and Mary
June 18: Sarah Ann Brown, of Michael and Catherine
June 25: Francis P. Hodge, of Joseph and Rachel
June 25: Richard H. Dugan, of Peter and Maria
July 12: Susanna Mary Will, of John J. Will and Teresa Will
July 17: Mary Ann Agnes Fink, of John and Elizabeth
July 22: Thomas E. Hart
Aug. 18: John Gallighar, of Peter and Bridget
Aug. 19: Sarah Warden, of John and Ann
Aug. 20: Dominic Thiner [?], of Henry and Mary
Aug. 20: Mary Cunigan [perhaps Curigan], of Peter and Mary
Sept. 3: Joseph Wifel, of John and Mary
Oct. 1: Jane Sheeren, of Patrick and Mary
Oct. 2: Sarah Ann Welch, of James and [blank]
Oct. 3: Luke Walpole, of Michael and Ann
Oct. 9: John Delong, of David and Jane
Oct. 9: Levi Burgoon, of John and Mary
Oct. 20: Mary Beall, Margaret Waterhouse, and a young man, adults
-----: 12 children in Stark and Guernsey counties
-----: Margaret Cambell, adult
Nov. 3: Benjamin Blubaugh, of John and Elizabeth
Nov. 3: Henry Plott, of Henry and Abby
Nov. 3: Louis Doyle, of George and Ann
Nov. 4: Thomas C. Martin [Morton?], of David and Bridget
Nov. 5: Mary Ann Collopy, of William and Mary
Nov. 7: Jonathan Arnold, of Elias and Mary
Nov. 8: John Pain, of Raphael and Winifred
Nov. 8: Mary McKinsey, of Jonathan and Sarah
Nov. 15: Mary Long, of Catherine and Hue
Nov. 15: Mary Lynch, of Patrick and Patience
Nov. 15: William McGuire, of James and Margaret
Nov. 17: Roseanna McGonnigall, of Denis and [blank]
Nov. 28: Barnabas Burns, of Andras and Sarah
Nov. 21: Catherine Jones, of John[?] and Margaret
Nov. 21: Jacob Plum, of Henry and Susanna
Nov. 21: Sarah Dullaugh, of John and Jane
Nov. 22: Sarah Roughcorn, of William and Sarah
Nov. 25: John N. Maguire, of James and Margaret
Nov. 25: Peter Arnold, of Joseph and Susannah
Nov. 26: James Boyle, of Daniel and Ann
Nov. 26: James McNaul, of John and Rose
Nov. 26: Thomas Anders, of Robert and Catherine
Nov. 27: Mary Jones, of Samuel and Catherine
Nov. 29: Adah Archer, of George and Rebecca
Nov. 29: Ann Archer, of Henry and Mary
Nov. 29: Elizabeth Carroll, of George and Ann
Nov. 29: Joseph Carroll, of George and Ann
Nov. 29: Henry Archer, of James and Ann
Nov. 29: Joseph Archer, of Henry and Mary
Nov. 29: Joseph Archer, of Michael and Cynthia
Nov. 29: Mary and Margaret Carroll of George and Ann
Nov. 29: Michael and Margaret Archer, of George and Rebecca
Nov. 29: Michael Archer, of Michael and Cynthia
Nov. 29: Margaret Archer, of James and Ann
Nov. 29: Sarah Archer, of James and Ann
Nov. 30: Simon Lindicum, of David and Mary
Nov. 30: John Dial, of George and Margaret
Dec. 5: Charity Donnelly, of Felix and Charity
Dec. 5: Susanna Stopher[?], of Christopher and Mary
Dec. 20: Christian Lynch, of Patrick and Catherine
Dec. 23: Mary A. Harper, of William and Maria
Dec. 24: Mary Ann, daughter of James Welch; sponsors, --- Elder and M. McGough

1821

Jan. 28: Mary Flowers, of [blank]; sponsors, Michael and Barbara Ditto
Jan. 28: Margaret McGehan, of [blank]; sponsors, Mr. McDiermet and "old Welch"
Mar. 6: Henry Ray, of Henry and Julia
Mar. 6: Mary A. Ray, of William and Fanny
Mar. 6: D[ ], of Henry and Julia
Mar. 11: Sarah A. Alexander, of Andrew and Mary
Mar. 11: Sarah A. McManna[?], of Thomas and Ann
Mar. 25: Joseph, of Levi Burgoon and wife; sponsors, Patrick Murry and wife
Mar. 25: Julian, of Mr. and Mrs. Sheerin; sponsor, Laurence Curran
Apr. --: Ann Walpole, of Martin and Margaret
Apr. 3: Margaret Ryan, of Patrick and Mary
Apr. 3: Mary A. Murphy, of John and Eleanor
Apr. 7: Mary C. Dittoe, of John and Eve
[between Nov. 25, 1820 and March 17, 1824]: Philimon Ewing, of Thomas and Mary
Apr. 15: Stephen T. Chambers, of Henry and Elizabeth
Apr. 23: Sarah J. Dittoe, of Michael and Barbara
May 19: Elizabeth Megegan, of Barney and [blank]
May 19: William Myers, of Francis and Catherine
July 8: Elizabeth Wiant, adult [could be 1822]
July 29: Mary, daughter of John and Christine Barry
Aug 5: Catherine Ann Smith, of John and Mary Smith; sponsors, Thomas and Peggy Martin
----- : Cecilia Dittoe, of Peter and Ann; sponsors Henry and Catherine Dittoe
Sept. 3: Elizabeth Ward, adult [could be Sept. 30; could be 1822]
Nov. 21: Drusilla Arnold, of Samuel and Elizabeth [the year could any from 1820 to 1823]

1822

Feb.3: Thomas Logue, of Patrick and [blank]
Mar. 10: Thos. Newcomer, of Jacob and Mary
June28: Peter Vepel, b. June 10, of John and Mary; sponsors, Francis Vepel and Rosa Herhalster

[Herholster on a second page]
Aug.4: Peter James Braddock, b. June 27, ---, of John and Agnes; sponsors Joseph DeLong and
Elizabeth DeLong **
Sept. 1: Mary Louise Barton, b. June, of John Louis and Magdalen; sponsors Steven Freeman and
Mary Poussade **
Sept. 8: Sara Danhoer, infant of Elizabeth and John; sponsors James Snyder and Mary Herhalster [the
names are Donor and Harrolst on a second page] **
Oct. 5: Mary Rebecca Harden, adult; sponsor Catherine Crossin
Oct. 6: Sara Fincke, b. Aug. 31, of Magdalen and Joseph; sponsors Adam Fincke and Sara Keen [Kain
on a second page]
Oct. 7: Sarah Ann McCristal; sponsors C. and Fanny Crossing
Oct. 8: William J. Johnston, of James and Sarah Johnston.
----- : Catherine McDermot, of Henry and Susanna; sponsors James McCristal and Grace Dogerthy

[Maccristel and Dogerti on a second page]
----- : Ann Cassely, of Catherine and Michael; sponsors Franc. McCristal and Margaret Murry **
Oct. 30: Cecilia Rose, of John and Elizabeth Fink; sponsors, John Fink Sen. and his wife Mrs. Fink.
Dec.-- : James McCristal, of Mary and Patrick; sponsors, James McCristal and Catherine Martin **
Dec. 29 [25 on a second page]: Mary McGarger [or Michager], of James and [blank]; sponsors William
McGarger [Machager] and Rose McDonnel **
[Entries marked ** are on pages at the top of which is the note, in Latin, “Baptized by me Rev. J. B. V.
DeRaymacker, Ord. P. in the Church of St. Joseph, by mandate of the Most Rev. Bishop of Ohio, E.
Fenwick.”]

1823

----- : Peter, of Levi Burgoon and Ann Lilly; sponsors, Joseph Flowers and Elizabeth Ambrose
Mar. 2: Sarah Majors, of Peter and Catherine
Mar. 9: John Kelly, of George and Catherine; sponsors, Eugene Martin and Sarah Martin **
Mar. 15: Thomas Leo, of Michael Dittoe and Barbara
Mar. 16: ......Elizabeth Dun, of James Dun, Junr., and Jemimah
Apr. 9: Mary Jane Smith, of Patrick Smith and Mary McCann; sponsors Patrick Nugent and Mary
Martin -- Revd. Mr. O'Leary
Apr. 21: Martha McGonigel, of Dennis and Grace McGonigel
Apr. 22: John Elias Leach, of Sam and Mary.
Apr. 23: Mary Hanna Leach, of Sam and Mary
----- : William McCordy, of Hugh McCordy and Martha McColister; sponsor, Edward Blackburn
----- : James McCordy, of Hugh McCordy and Martha McColister
----- : Martha McCordy, of Hugh McCordy and Martha McColister
----- : Mary Ann McCordy, of Hugh and Martha
----- : Henry Sheeron, of Patt Sheerin and Mary Stell [?]; sponsors Henry Bonestile and Nancy Camill
May 4: Rebecca Agnes Dittoe, b. Apr. 13, of John and Mary; sponsors Patrick MacDonnell and Sarah Dittoe **
May 4: Mary Carr, of John Carr and Margaret Carr
May 4: Martha McGahan, of Barney and Catherine McGahan
May 11: Sarah Cecilia Delong, of Joseph and Elizabeth
May 11: Joseph Ward, adult, son of William and Sarah
May 20: James McGlocklin, of John and Ann
May 20: Margaret McGlocklin, of John and Ann
----- : Elizabeth Jane Kearny, of John Kearny and Rosa Keating; sponsors, Felix Cull and wife
May 29: Augustine Walker, of Henry Walker and Emilia; sponsors, John Fincke and Elizabeth Fincke **
June 1: John Danhoer [Donahour on a second page], of Stephen and Mary; sponsors, John Dittoe and Mary Dittoe **
June 11: Charles Starling, of Thomas and Maluliae; sponsor, Mary Sterling **
June 11: Eliza Ann Alexander, of Andrew and Mary; sponsor Mary Bain
June 19: John Kenedy [Kannadug on a second page], b. June 2, of James and Rebecca; sponsors
Cornelius Crossens and Margaret Crossens **
June 29: Mary Frances Plott, of Henry and Pheby Mollen; sponsors, Patrick Miller and Frances Shennell [?]
June --: Edward Shirkliff, of Louis and Mary; sponsors, Philip Flower and Susanna Killitson
Aug. 3: Stephen E. Hardin, adult, of Ignatius and Rachel
----- : Cecilia, of Edward Keenan and Catherine McShane; sponsor Francis McShane and Ann Doyle
Sept. 26: George Shipton, of Barnabas Shipton and Mary Gainer; sponsors, Francis Fitzsimons and Ruth Fitzsimons
Sept. 26: Hanna Stone, of John Stone and Celia
Sept. 26: William McGahy and Patrick McGahy and Christiana Ruddy
Sept. 26: Thomas McGahy, of Patrick McGahy and Christiana Ruddy; sponsor, Edward Blackborne
Sept. 26: Jacob McGahy, of Patrick McGahy and Christiana Ruddy; sponsor, Charles Lyons
Sept. 26: Margaret McGahy, of Patrick McGahy and Christiana Ruddy
Sept. 26: John Guy, of William Guy and Mary Gates; sponsor Philip Keenan
Sept. 26: Lena Guy, of William Guy and Mary Gates; sponsor, Philip Keenan
Sept. 26: Susanna Guy, of William Guy and Mary Gates; sponsor William Gates
Sept. 26: Austin [Augustine on a second page] Tearnan, of Richard Tearnan and Letia King. --Thos. Martin
Sept. 28: Cecilia Lich, of Samuel and Mary; sponsors Philip Flower and Ann Bourgoons
Oct. 2: George Gates, of Allen Gates and Lilly Gates; sponsor Sally Barker
Oct. 2: William Guy, of John Guy and Liliana Gates; sponsor William Gates
Oct. 2: Nancy Connor, of Peter Connor and Elizabeth Rubuck; sponsor, Lilina [Silina on another page] 
Gates
Oct. 2: William Connor, of Peter Connor and Elizabeth Rubuck
Oct. 2: Martha Connor, of Peter Connor and Elizabeth Rubuck
Oct. 2: Catherine Lantern, of George Lantern and Mary Shipton; sponsor Barnabas Mullin
Oct. 2: Eliza Lantern, of George Lantern and Mary Shipton; sponsor, Anna Mullin
Oct. 8: Greenberry Blacker, of Luke Blacker and Rebecca Aulban; sponsor Joseph Myres
Oct. 8: James Blacker, of Luke Blacker and Rebecca Aulban; sponsor, Joseph Myres
Oct. 8: Joseph Blacker, of Luke Blacker and Rebecca Aulban; sponsor, Joseph Myres
Oct. 8: Jacob Blacker, of Luke Blacker and Rebecca Aulban; sponsor, Joseph Myres
Oct. 11: Richard Burke, of Paul Burke and Margaret Dogherty
Oct. 11: George Burke, of Paul Burke and Margaret Dogherty
Oct. 20: Rose Cull, of James and Catherine; sponsors, Patrick Nugent and Mary Nugent
Oct. 20: Leander Edward Hodges, of Joseph and Rachel; sponsors, Henry and Sarah Dittoe
Nov. 26: Catherine Susan Conry, of George Conry and Mary Walter; sponsors Philip Flowers and Susanna Burgoon

1824
Jan. --: George Martin, of Francis and Elizabeth Erwin; sponsor, Nancy Martin [This and the following 
two records could belong to 1825.]
----- : Francis Martin, of Francis Martin and Elizabeth Erwin
-----: Jacob Martin, of Francis Martin and Elizabeth Erwin sponsor, Catherine O’----
Jan. 13: Henry Scribner
Jan. 14: Floria Ann Shipton, wife of James Shipton
Jan. 22: James, of George Doherty (Rush Creek) and Rosa Hardy; sponsors, John Redmond and 
Frances McGahan [This record, though marked 1824, follows that of Nov. 28, 1824, and so perhaps 
should be 1825.]
Jan. 29: Francis Dittoe, of Peter and Ann Dittoe
Feb.[?] --: Mary McDonnell, of Patrick and Frances; sponsors, James Johnson and wife **
-----: [blank] Danhoer; sponsors Stephen Freeman and [blank] Danhoer
Feb. 8: Thomas Joel Dean, of James and Anne; sponsors Jac. Dean and Elizabeth Fincke, born Oct. 31, 
1823 **
Mar. 17: John Patton, of Thomas Patton and Mary McGrady; sponsor, Cornelius William McCaferty
Mar. 17: Patrick Nugent, of Patrick and Mary
Mar. 22: Elenor Ann Garathy, of Michael Garathy and Sarah Balder[? Perhaps Babbs]; sponsor 
Maria Boyle -- Thomas Martin
Apr. 19: Catherine Largy, of Patrick Largy and Jane Cassidy; sponsors William Handlon and Catherine 
Martin
Apr. 19: William E. Henry Cody, of Thomas and Anne; sponsors Thomas McGuire and Mary Cassidy 
[Casley?]
Apr. 26: Mary Anne Dean, of James and Elizabeth; sponsors Matth. Dean and Catherine Dean, born 5 
April 1824 **
June --: Elizabeth Rumbord, of George and Elizabeth; sponsors Henry Dittoe and Mary Shipton, born 
Feb. **
June --: Mary Ann Armstrong, of John and Prudentia; sponsors Joseph and Elizabeth Flowers, b. 11 [or 21?] Dec. **

Aug. 1: John Dempsey, of William Dr. and Mary Budennan [?]; sponsors Levi Burgoon and Ann Lilly **

Aug. 3: John Hynes, of Thomas and Joanne (Anne); sponsor Felix Macdonnel; adult, born 7 May 1800 **

Aug. 15: Mary Ann Newcomer, of Jacob Newcomer and Mary Black; sponsors Edward Keenan and Sarah McKenne [?]
Aug. 15: Sarah Clark, daughter of Alexander Clark and Mary M---; sponsors Rex [?] McDonald and Rose McDonald
Aug. 29: John Metsiger, of Michael and Apolonia; sponsors Joseph Fincke and wife, b. 30 July 1824 **

Sept. 4: Rachael Kean, of John and Nancy; sponsor, Catherine Diametri, b. 1 Aug. 1823 **
Sept. 5: Sarah, of John Murphy; sponsors Edward Blackburn and Polly Mullin (Near West Union at Mable farm)
Sept. 5: William, of John Murphy; sponsors John Ryan and Peggy McGahy
----- : William Boombough. Sponsors [?] James Barry and Mary Golden
Sept. 12: Mary and Ann Gates, at West Union
Sept. 12: Barbara Forker, daughter of Francis Forker and Margret Snee; sponsors, Felix McDonnell and Nancy Rowney
Sept. 2-: Daniel McChrystall, of Patt McCrystall and Mary Martin; sponsors Hugh Griffin and Mary Clark
Oct. 10: Rosanna Cahoe, of James Cahoe and Susanna Burgoon; sponsors, Mathias ---- and Mary E. Myres
Oct. 10: Bart Longstreet, York township, Morgan County
Oct. 10: Francis, of Charles Borgoin and Mary Guisen; sponsors Morgan O'Leary and Jane Graham
Oct. 10: Mary Helena, of Michael Bradoc and Sarah Graham; sponsors Morgan O'Leary and Jane Graham
Oct. 11: Anthony Bathoon, son of Lewis Bathoon and Mary Magd Bathoon; sponsors James Grace and Elizabeth Brungarner
Oct. 24: Catherine Smith, of Joseph Smith and Catherine ----; sponsors Thomas McKanan and Sarah Small -- F. T. Martin
Oct. 24: Wm, of Paten [surname Patton?] and Mary Ward; sponsors Denis McGunegle and Grace Collins. At Rush Creek, Jackson township, Perry County.
Nov. 4: James Horahan, of Thomas Horahan and Mary Garret; sponsors James McChristal and Margaret Griffith
Nov. 7: George E. Pagett, of Gabriel and Elizabeth
Nov. 9: Mary McGravy, of James McGravy and Elizabeth Carroll; sponsors John McMahon and Mrs. McDermott
Nov. 17: Gabriel Pagett, adult
Nov. 28: James Kelly, of Daniel [Nov. 28 or later]: Elizabeth Kearney, of John and Rosa Keating; sponsors Felix Cull and Wife
Nov. 29: Edward Crossan, of Samuel and Margaret; sponsors, Cornelius Griffin and Bridget Redmond -- Thos. Martin
Dec. 12: John Bradley, of Patrick Bradley and Mary Delvin; sponsors, William McCarthy [?] and Mary Daugherthy -- Tho Martin, Sacerdos

1825

Jan. 23: James E. Fink, of John and Elizabeth Ward; sponsors James Johnson and Mrs. Johnson -- T. Martin.
Jan. 23: John Chrysostom of John Good and Elizabeth Loyd[?]; sponsors Jacob Fink and Mary Elisa Costigan -- Th. Martin
Feb. 6: Mary Ann Elder, of Charles Elder and Elizabeth Lynch: sponsors, James Elder and Jane Lynch. -- R. Thos. Martin
Feb. 7: Bridget Galagher, of Patrick Galagher and Roseanna McEntire; sponsors John Jordan and Bridget Jordan
Feb. 13: Ignatius, of Levi Burgoon and Ann Lilly; sponsors, Joseph Fincke and Lucy Hughes
Feb. 27: Philip Forker, of William Forker and Rosanna Dugan; sponsors Michael Forker and Catherine McGeehan -- Tho Martin
Feb. 27: Mary E. Major, of Peter Major and Catherine McGow; sponsors John McGow and Anastasia Grace-- Thos Martin
Feb. 27: Francis Stephen McKeanny [Mackinny on a second page], of Michael and Mary; sponsors John Ward and Catherine Ward
Mar. 13: Elizabeth Agnes Fincke, of Anthony and Mary; sponsors Adam Fincke and Fanna Fincke
Mar. 13: John Chrisostom Keagen [Keigen on a second page], of John and Mary; sponsors John Fincke and Barbara Dittoe
Mar. 20: Mathias Buchanon, of John Buchanan and Mary Dampton; sponsors Joseph Hodge and Rachael Dittoe
Apr. 3: Thomas Dean, of Samuel and Mary Harehussar; sponsor Hareholser Covey Dean – D O L[early]
Apr. 3, Easter Sunday: Thomas Carr, of John and Eleanor Beard; sponsors James Carr and Mary Fielty [or Fultz?] -- Thos Martin
Apr. 3: Anna McGagen, of James and Frances; sponsors James McKentzer and Anna Connely
Apr. 6: Mary Flowers, 6 years, of Thomas and Mary; sponsors, Thomas Marcentire and Bridgit Marcentire *
Apr. 6: Martin Shits, 4 years, of [blank]; sponsor John Stines *
Apr. 6: John Flowers, 3 years, of Thomas and Mary; sponsors John Stines, son, and Anastasia MacEntire *
Apr. 6: Sarah Ann Flowers, infant, of Thomas and Mary; sponsors John Stines, son, and Elizabeth Stines *
Apr. 9: Mary Jane Smith, of Patrick and Mary; sponsors Patrick Nugent and Mary Martin
Apr. 24: Anna Donoly, of Barnabas Donoly and Elizabeth Nugent; sponsors Patrick Nugent and Mary Martin [The sponsors’ names may have been incorrectly transcribed here from the record of April 9. On a second page only the name Keating is given in the space for sponsor.]
May 15: James McGarigers, infant, of William and Ann; sponsors James McDonnel and Sarah McFagen *
May 21: John McGown, infant, of Jesse and Mary; sponsors John Finck and M. Elizabeth Finck *
May 21: Isab. Franc. Jonstons, infant, of James and Frances; sponsors Patrick McDonnel and Franc. Finck *
May 29: Samuel John Danoher [Danhoer as transcribed to another page], infant, of Stephen and Mary;
sponsors Joseph Herholster and Helen He---- *
June 12: George Hunter, of [blank]; sponsors Anthony Fink and Mary Fink
June 12: Catherine Hunter, of [blank]; sponsors Francis MacCristal and M. Mary Griffins.
June 12: Mary Hunter, of [blank]; sponsors Old Mr. Fink and Old Mrs. Fink
June 12: Joseph Augustine Hunter, of [blank]; sponsors Adam Fink and [blank] McKion [This record
as transcribed onto another page was changed to Joseph Augustine Poujade, son of John Peter and
Mary; sponsors Adam Fink and [blank] McKion.]
June 12: Cyril McKensey, of Caleb and Margaret Magis; sponsors Raphel Logue and Catherine
McKensey [--- F. Thomas Martin]
June 12: Elenora Porter, of Thomas and Mary; sponsors Caleb McKensey and Margaret Magis -- T.
M.
June 13: Richard J. Derbin, of Daniel and Ann Hardin; sponsors Benjamin and Mary Wadke [? Or
Waddle] -- T. Martin
Logue [--- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Rachel Logue, of John and Elizabeth McKinsey; sponsors Gabriel McKensey and Ann Logue [---
F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Margaret A. McCue, of Patrick and Mary Carrigan; sponsors John McCue and Mary Boyle [--- F.
Thomas Martin]
----- : John Bowes, of Peter and Sarah Wheeler; sponsors Paul Bowes and Sarah Candler [--- F.
Thomas Martin]
----- : Elenora Woolfe, of Samuel and Mary Downey; sponsors William Downey and Margaret
Downey [--- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Anastasia McClinchey, of John and Margaret Downey; sponsors Joseph Carr and Ann Downey
[--- F. Thomas Martin]
June 15: Ruth A. Lynch, of Patrick and Patience Thrux [?]: sponsor Catherine Long [--- F. Thomas
Martin]
----- : Lucy A. Thrux, of Michael and Catherine Concklin; sponsors Patrick Lynch and Anna Thrux [---
F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Michael Downey, of James and Mary Beall; sponsors Michael Downey and Mary Reed [--- F.
Thomas Martin]
----- : Sarah Kelly, of James and Mary Gordon; sponsors Daniel Dougherty and Sarah McKenny [--- F.
Thomas Martin]
----- : Anthony Daugherty, of Daniel and Mary McKenny; sponsors Andrew Ryan and Sarah Caldwell
[--- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Margaret Maguire, of James and Margaret Starrs; sponsors, Hugh Byrne and Sarah [--- F. Thomas
Martin]
June 19: Felix Andrew McDonnel, of Philip and Bridgit; sponsors Felix McDonnel and Elizabeth
McDonnel
June 24: Hugh Gallagher, of Edward and Mary Reall [or Beall]; sponsors Michael Gallagher and
Margaret Beall [--- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Samuel Jones, of Samuel and Catherine Coomoe [?]; sponsor James Jones [--- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Samuel Jones, of John Jones and Hanna Hyott; sponsor James Jones [--- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Elizabeth Porter, of James and Elizabeth Kail; sponsors Daniel Arnold and Christiana Plum [--- F.
Thomas Martin]
----- : Christiana Arnold, of Daniel and Christina Plum; sponsors William Jones and Margaret Plum [---
July 5: Ann Trout, of Joseph and Mary A. Huller; sponsors Anthony Saunders and Mary [?] Ouster [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 7: Ambrose Whepple, of John and Catherine Carroll; sponsors Adam Shorb and Elizabeth Shorb [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 8: Catherine Coulter, of Joseph and Catherine Peri; sponsors Martin Zimmerm and Catherine Crammer [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 9: Lucinda Delong, of Joseph and Elizabeth, sponsor M. Anna Freil
July 10: Elizabeth Birchfield, of Frederick and Sarah Ruffington, sponsors Michael Null and E. Shorb [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 10: Sarah J. Gillon, of William and Mary Margaret; sponsors Adam Shorb and Mary Shorb [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 10: Mark Byrne, of Patrick and Sarah Creswell; sponsors, Richard Moffett and Margaret Glasser [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 10: Jeremiah Adams, of John and Elizabeth Fink; sponsors John Baker and Apolonia Adams [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 10: John Himler, of John and Catherine Adams; sponsor Apolonia Adams [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 10: Eliza Himler, of John and Catherine Adams; sponsors, John Adams and Elizabeth Fink [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Edward Fogarty, of James and Julia Caunghlin; sponsors Patrick Coffee and Margaret Kelly [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Hanna McCarthy, of Eugene and Mary Looney; sponsors William Warren and Hanora Daley [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Mary McMullin, of Archibald and Bridget Fitzpatrick; sponsors John McGraw and Elizabeth Fink [?] [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Thomas Tifin, of Thomas and Sarah Vaughen; sponsors Hugh Divinni and Mary Devinni [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Julia O'Hara, of Patrick and Susanna Dempsey; sponsors Charles Daugherty and Susanna Daugherty [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 31: Eliza E. Loomis, of Erat and Cecilia Thompson; sponsors William Forsyth and [blank] Kenedy [-- F. Thomas Martin]
July 31: David Brockkaert, of Henry and Nancy; sponsors John Kinds and Elizabeth Kinds
Aug. 1: John Cornyn, of Peter and Bridget McGovern; sponsor Peter Cusick [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Aug. 1: Margaret McCune, of Peter and Catherine To—kild [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Joseph Creton, of James Creaton and Bridget Hughes; sponsors James Sherlock and Frances Collin [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Elenora Temple, of William and Bridget Egan; sponsors James Creaton and Bridget Hughes [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Aug. 4: Levi Dean, of Massom and Mary Brooker [Brookes?]; sponsors Levi Burgoon and Catherine Higgins [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : David Dean, of Massom and Mary Brooker [Brookes?]; sponsors, William Snider and Mrs.
Snider [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Sept. --: John Kalligan, of Daniel and Nancy; sponsors John Murry and Helen Murry
Sept. 15: Anna McGuire, b. Sept. 12, of Philip and Anna; sponsors Patrick and Mary McCristel
Sept. 17: William Burke, of Michael and Mary Finelly; sponsors Charles Finelly and Catherine Mulloy
Sept. 17: Daniel O'Reilly, of John and Margaret Kerney: sponsors William O'Hearn and Elizabeth O'Brien [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Sept. 22: Patrick Buckley, of Patrick and Bridget Sheehan; sponsors Maurice Shaughnessy and Mary Phelan [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Sept. 25: Rose Ann Nugent, infant, of Patrick and Mary; sponsors Patrick and Mary Smith
Oct.--: Margaret Crosbery, 8 months, of Martin and Mary; sponsors James Berry and Elizabeth Elder
Oct. 9: John O'Brien, son of James and Elenore F--; sponsors Thomas O'Reilly and Elenora Coffee [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Oct. 12: Matthew Johnson, of Thomas and Mary Dowling; sponsor Michael Cody [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Oct. 14: James Steward, of John and Catherine Henry; sponsors John Garway and Joanna Walsh [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Oct. 17: Michael McAllister, of Patrick and Margaret Rea; sponsors Michael Quinn and E. Stone [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Oct. 17: Margaret Divir, of Barnabas and Rose McMonagle; sponsors Daniel Colleton and Margaret Fleming [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Oct. 18: Honora Murphy, of David and Elenora Kealy; sponsors, John Meally and Julia Jones [-- F. Thomas Martin]
Nov. 30: George Myers, of Taphies [?] and Elizabeth; sponsors, Mathias Reos and Elizabeth Bringardner.
Dec. 9: John T. Musselman, of William and Elizabeth
Dec. 25: Martin Burn, of John and Mary; sponsors Michael Ha--- and Catherine Crossin
Dec. 25: Mary Cody, of Michael and Mary Cody; sponsors William Whilin and Margaret Griffin
Dec. 26: Mary Farley, of Richard Farley and Mary Farley; sponsors Bernard Cull and Rose Fitzpatrick
[between Dec. 26 and Jan. 3]: Susanna McDermot, of Henry and [blank]; sponsors, James Dittoe and Sarah Kean
[* These records are on a pair of pages that appear to be a continuation of Father DeRaymacker’s record of baptisms at St. Joseph’s Church, noted above.]

1826

Jan. 3: Dominic Henry Hodges, of Joseph and Rachel; sponsors Henry Dittoe and Bridget Jourdan, born 1826 Jan. 1
Jan. 10: Sarah Ann Sapp, of Levi and Mary Collopy; sponsors James and Delila Collopy
Jan. 10: Rebecca Derbin, of Benjamin and Mary Ann; sponsors Daniel and Ann Derbin
Jan. 10: Charles Colerick, son of Charles
Apr. 1: Thomas Largety, of Patrick and [blank]
Apr. 4: Ambrose Dittoe, of Peter and Ann; sponsor, Mrs. Spark
Apr. 15: Hugh, of Hugh Kelly and Catherine Stine; sponsors Hugh McEnnis and Margaret Magrath
----- : John, of Richard McGonigle and Jane Duffy; sponsors Margaret Ward and Bernard Grimes
May 8: Robert, of Robert Bennett and Cecilia (ceremonies supplied)
May 8: Richard, of Robert and Cecilia.
-----: Elenora Buck, of James and Margaret Wade; sponsors John Walsh and Catherine Doyle [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : Mary A. Buck, of James and Margaret Wade; sponsors John Walsh and Catherine Doyle [-- F. Thomas Martin]
May 19: John Moffett, of Richard and Margaret Glass; sponsor Elizabeth Plott [-- F. Thomas Martin]
May 21: Peter Myers, of Joseph and Martha Algier [?]; sponsors Martin Zimmerman and Catherine Grooer [?] [-- F. Thomas Martin]
----- : James Myers, of Joseph and Martha Algier [?]; sponsors Anthony Saunders and Elizabeth Grooer [?] [-- F. Thomas Martin]
May 21: John Stanner, of Henry Stanner and Mary Thum [?]; sponsors John Litzinger and Brinny [?] Huett.

May 24: Cecilia Rose, of James Keoho and Susana Burgoon; sponsors Henry Flowers and Anna Rooney
May 24: Thomas Farquer, of Michael; sponsors Hugh Connoly and Mary Conoly
May 24: Elizabella Mihigan and Ann
July 2: Joseph Galegher, of Peter Galegher and Bridget McKenney; sponsors James Grace and Elizabeth Bringardner
July 9: Sarah Joanna McNulty, of Hugh and Catherine; sponsors William Martin and Elizabeth Stein
July 17: Thomas, of John Patten and Mary Ward; sponsors James Keane and Rose McGunagle
Dec. 3: Sarah, of John and Rose Kiernan; sponsors James Standler and Cecilia Flanigan
Dec. 11: Mary Black, of Randal Black and Dorothy Sharp; sponsors Peter Early and Catherine Early -- F.T. Martin
Dec. 16: Margaret Ann, of Gabriel Padgett and Elizabeth S----; sponsor Mary ---- -- F. Tho. Martin, O.P.

[The next series of records was written by Father Thomas Martin, apparently after returning from one or more missionary journeys. They are undated except for the year.]

Anna Guinan, of James and Mary Lusk; sponsors Bernard Murphy and Anna O'Rourke
James Hannefy, of James and Catherine Duffy; sponsors, Thomas O'Brirn and Mary McGurr
Susanna Carrol, of Thomas and Mary O'Hara; sponsors John McCarthy and Margaret Doran
Andrew Bawrman, of William and Elenora O'Reilly; sponsors Michael Mulloy and Catherine Mulloy
Mary Kelly, of Patrick and Lucy Boyle; sponsors Jeremiah Daly and Bridget Elliott
Christopher Foley, of James and Margaret Carr; sponsors John O'Rourke and Joanna O'Rourke
James O'Reilly, son of Thomas and Elizabeth McEvoy; sponsors William McEvoy and Elenor Finelly
James Bawlin, of Michael and Margaret Coughlan; sponsors Maurice Coffee and Julia Coughlan
James Campbell, of Cornelius and Catherine Sheely; sponsor, William Woods
Aron Hughes, of James and his [the] mother; sponsors, Adam Shorb and E. Shorb
Elenor Hogan, of Michael and Anna Oakley
John Flanigan, of John and Elenora Quinn; sponsors Joseph Baughan and Catherine Farrell
Catherine Tracy, of James and Mary Baughan; sponsors Michael Mulloy Elenor Dowling
Barnard Quinn, of Michael and Mary McDonnell
Susanna Saunders, of Anthony and Mary Oaster; sponsors, Adam Shorb and Elizabeth Shorb
Catherine Long, of Hugh and Catherine Thrux; sponsors, Patrick Lynch and Patience Thrux

1827

Catherine McCue, of Philip and Mary Carr; sponsors, James McCue and Catherine Carr
Charles Meier, of James and Bridget Carr; sponsors, Philip McCue and Mary Carr
Elenora Sipple, of Thomas and Margaret McCleary; sponsors Matthew Patton and his wife
Mary C. Rufner, of Simon and Rachel Claypold [?]; sponsors, Matthew Patton and his wife

[This ends the undated records of Father Martin.]

Jan. 2: Mary Ann, daughter of Thomas Coady and Ann Coady; sponsor Ann Roney [?]
March 1: Sarah, of John Dittoe and Margaret Redman; sponsors John Redman and Frances Fink -- F. X. Marshall
Apr. 1: Michael James, of James Dittoe and Sarah Kane; sponsors John Kean and Elizabeth Dittoe -- F. X. Marshall
Apr. 16: George Simon, of Michael Gisinger and Susanna; sponsors Henry Sterner and Mary Sterner -- F. X. Marshall
Apr. 18: Joseph, of John Buccannon and Mary Dempsey; sponsors Cornelius Cain and Rosanna Dempsey -- F. X. Marshall
Apr. 20: James, of Peter Keenan and Delinda; sponsors Francis McShane and Elizabeth Stines -- F. X. Marshall
Apr. 20: John, of Peter Keenan and Delinda; sponsors, Edward Keenan and Margaret Caton -- F. X. Marshall
Apr. 28: Wenifrit, of Hugh Griffin and Mary; sponsors Cornelius Crosson and Catherine Crossen -- F. X. Marshall
May 4: Elizabeth Angela, of John Good and Elizabeth Lord; sponsors Francis X. Marshall and Permilia Wells -- F. X. Marshall
-----: Margaret Ann, of Philip McDonnel and Bridget; sponsors James McDonnel and Mary Curran -- F.X. Marshall
May 12: Juliana Frances, of John Fink and Elizabeth Walker; sponsors Henry Dittoe and Frances Fink -- Franciscus X. Marshall
May 13: James, of James McGreevy and Elizabeth Carrol; sponsors Michael McDonnel and Mary Conley -- F. X. Marshall
May 13: Henry Leo, of William Harper and Anna Mary Fought; sponsors, James Fink and Frances Fink -- F. X. Marshall
May 14: James, Daniel, and Isabella, children of James Bannson and Abegalla MisCammel; sponsor Richard Moffitt [-- F. Thomas Martin]
[before May 20] : Catherine Crawford, of Michael and Mary Gormley; sponsors Charles O'Rourke and Catherine Gormly [-- F. Thomas Martin]
May 18: Charolin, of WilliamForquer and Rosanna Dugan; sponsors, William McFaddin and Elsa Tidd [?] -- F. X. Marshall
May 19: Julia, of Mary Robare [?]; sponsor Mary J. Domia [?] [-- F. Thomas Martin]
May 20: Mary D. Patterson, wife of Mr. Hartman; sponsors Barbara Ho—fross and Francis Kertam -- F. Thomas Martin
May 20: Catherine M., of John C. Monie (?) and Mary T. France; sponsors, Luke (?) and Catherine Franzs -- F. Thomas Martin
May 20: Samuel, of James Burnson and Isabella MisCammel; sponsor Joseph Whelan -- F. Thomas Martin
May 24: Catherine Jane, of Charles Elder and Elizabeth Linch; sponsors Mathias Flowers and Mary Elder -- F. X. Marshall
May 27: Sarah, of Patrick Smith and Mary McCann; sponsors William Mullan and Mary Mullan -- F. X. Marshall
June 4: Sarah, of James McGauhan and Frances McGauhan; sponsors Patrick Connelly and Mary Connelly -- F. X. Marshall
June 6: Louis, of James Barns and Elizabeth Barns; sponsors F. X. Marshall and Margaret Bell -- F. X. Marshall
July 13: Benet Montgomery (?)
July --: Mary Louise McGargel, of William and Ann McFagen; sponsors Mathias Flowers and Mary Elder -- Thomas Martin
July 15: Daniel McMullan, of Patrick and [blank] -- N.D. Young
July 16: Theresa, of Joseph Hodge and Rachel Dittoe; sponsors Peter Dittoe and Sarah McFadgen -- Thomas Martin, O.P.
Aug. 6: John Traut, of Joseph and Mary Heifler; sponsors, Andrew Gilliam (?) and Catherine Shoemacker -- Tho. Martin
Aug. 9: James Morris, of Henry and Rose -- N. D. Young, O.P.
[The above follows entries for August 26, so perhaps should have been marked September.]
Aug. 12: Mary, of Patrick Byrne and Sarah Creeveswell; sponsors, Rodger McPeek and Elizabeth Duffy -- T. Martin
Aug. 26: Mary McFaden, of Charles and Margaret -- N. D. Young
Aug. 26: Elizabeth Jane Fink, of Joseph and Magdalen -- N. D. Young, O.P.
Aug. 26: Daniel McCloskey, of Charles and Catherine -- N. D. Young, O.P.
Nov. 2: Elizabeth Largey, of Patrick and [blank] -- N. D. Young
Nov. 10: Christina Dupré, b. 22 Sept., of Maurice Dupré and Margaret Bourguin; sponsors Peter Anthony France and Christina France -- Johnnis Augs Hill
Nov. 28: Stephan Francois, b. Nov. 23, of Stephan Francois and Mary Theresa Marchaud; sponsors Sebastian and Mary Theresa Francois -- Johnnis Augs Hill
Dec. 1: Mary Ann Shorb, b. Nov. 22, of Adam Shorbe and wife; sponsors Adam Shorbe and Elizabeth Shorbe -- John A. Hill
Dec. 23: James Andrew Pecher, b. Nov. 25, of John Pecher and Appolonia Adams; sponsors, John Adams and Elizabeth Fink -- John A. Hill
Dec. 25: Rhodum (?), of Rhodi McPeke and Elizabeth Duffy; b. Dec. 4; sponsors Patrick Byrne and Sarah Creswell -- Thomas Martin
1828

Feb. 3: Henrietta Mary Shorbe, b. Jan 2, of Adam Shorbe (jun) and Mary Boen; sponsors George and Barbara Hossifross -- J. A. Hill, O.P.
Feb. 16: Michael, b. Feb. 6, of Hugh McGonagle and Mary Quinn; sponsors Cornelius Kean and Mary Rogers, in our convent of St. Joseph -- F. Tho Martin, O.P.
Mar. 20: Helen Delong, of Joseph and Elizabeth -- N. D. Young
Apr. 16: Mary Ann McCue, of Philip McCue and Mary Carr; sponsors Peter Patton and Catherine Galligher -- J. A. Hill, O.P.
Apr. 16: Mary Joanna Nealy, of George [? or Gery] and Frances Galligher; sponsors Peter Galligher and Lucy Galligher -- J.A. Hill, O.P.
Apr. 16: Israel Thompson, of Thomas and Margaret Smithly; sponsors, John and Mary McCadden -- J. A. Hill, O.P.
Apr. 26: ----- [sic] Quiann, of Victor Quiann; sponsors James Pilliot and Collet [?] Victoir [?] -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.M.
May 3: James Pilliot, b. April 29, of James Piliot and Julia Gilliaumet [?] -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.M.
May 26: Mary Magdalen St. Lawrence, of David Henry St. Lawrence and Mary McNulter; sponsor Mary Marshall -- J. A. Hill
May 27: John Augustine Woods, of William Woods and wife Suhy [?]; sponsors Daniel McAllister and Mary McGeary -- J.A. Hill, O. Praedicatorum
May 27: Mary McAllister of Hector McAllister and Mary Brennan; sponsors William and Mary Woods -- J.A. Hill, O. Praedicatorum
June 4: William Anderson, adult, of Anne Anderson -- N. D. Young.
June 8: Daniel Krocts [?], of George Krocts and Catherine; sponsors John Shumacker and Magdalen Kreugle -- J. A. Hill, O. Praed.
[between June 14, 1828 and June 10, 1829]: Mary, of Henry and Bridgit O'Brien, born Sept. 21; sponsor Catherine Anderson-- N. D. Young
June 22: Elizabeth Fogle, of Adam Fogle and Catherine Shorbe; sponsors Adam Ryder and wife -- J. A. Hill, O. Praedicatorum
June 26: Elizabeth Caroline Myers, of Francis Myers and Caroline Elwin; sponsors James and Elizabeth Cassilly -- J. A. Hill, O.P.
July 22: William Malone, of Patrick Mallone and Nsmcy Ennion; sponsor Patrick McCalister -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
July 22: John Mallone, of Patrick and Nancy Ennion, wife; sponsor John Daley -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
July 22: James Mallone, of Patrick and Nancy Ennion, wife; sponsor, John Daley -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
July 22: Catharine Mallone, of Patrick and Nancy Ennion, wife; sponsors Patr. McCalister and Anna
July 22: John Marphit [?], of John Morpht and Isabella Bell, wife; sponsors Patrick Mallone and
Nancy Mall — J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
July 22: Mary McCalister, of [?] and Mary McCalister, wife; sponsors [blank] — J.B.V.
DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Aug. 24: Joseph Monnier, of John P. [?] Monnier and Mary Ann Frant, wife; sponsors Jos. B. Menga
and Marger. Fran — J.B.V. DeRaymaeker
Sept. 14: John B. Cheke, of John Peter and Frances Craimpet, wife; sponsors J. B. Jacat and E. Etienne
— J. B. V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Sept. 19: Theresa Louisa, of Ignatius Pierot and Magd. Riggert, wife; sponsors Adam Shorbe and Eva
— J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Oct. 9: John, b. August 22, of John Auring [?] and Elizabeth Rice, wife; sponsor James Ramey — F.
Thoma. Martin, O.P.
Oct. 12: Francis, of James Tilers and Mary Anne Shoemaker, wife; sponsors John Shoemacker and
Catherine Bowers — F. Thos. Martin, O.P.
Oct. 12: John Off, of Marinth [?] Off and Mary Dur—ay: sponsors, John Walding and Magdalena Off
— J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Oct. 12: Eleonora, of Patrick McManus and Margaret McLise, wife; sponsors Barnabas Murphy and
Mary McLise — J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Oct. 12: Sarah McCoy, of Conrad McCoy and Anna Boyle, wife; sponsors James Rodgers and Mary
Shroclin [?] — J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Oct. 15: Francis Augustine, of Anthony Saunders and [blank], wife; sponsor Martha Grimes — Tho.
Martin, O.P.
Oct. 19: Julia, of John Whipple and Catherine Carroll, wife; sponsor Margaret Gillen — F. Tho.
Martin, O.P. Pastor S. John Church
Oct. 28: Sarah Ann Dittoe, of James Dittoe and Sara Kean; sponsors John Flowers and Ann Filtuy [?];
born Sept. 27
Nov. 1: Susanna, of James Whitman and Elizabeth Case, wife; sponsors Christian Whitman and Elisa
Saunders — F. Tho. Martin, O.P.
Nov. 3: Joseph Paul, b. Oct. 21, of Paul Rider and Sarah Shorb; sponsor, Mary Shorb — F. Tho.
Martin, O.P.
Nov. 7: John P., b. Aug. 9, of William Berry and Mary Edger, wife; sponsors James Patton and Rachel
Davis — F. Tho. Martin, O.P.
Nov. 9: Susanna, b. Nov. 21, 1827, of Jesse McKinsey and Mary Dugan, wife; sponsor Margaret Beall
— F. Thos. Martin, O.P.
Nov. 16: Ann Mary Moulin; sponsors John Peter Moulin and Marianna Moulin
— J. B, DeRaymaeker
Nov. 20: Barbara, of Joseph Zink and Catharine Layman, wife; sponsors Michael Smith and Elizabeth
Rider — F. Thos. Martin, O.P.
Nov. 23: Felix Clement McDonnel, b. Nov. 10, of Felix and [blank]; sponsors Henry Dittoe and
Elizabeth Dugan
Nov. 30: Mary Ann Scullrey [?], b. Nov. 15, of Michael and Nancy; sponsors Mathias Rang and Helen
McDonnel
Nov. 30: Mary Ann Hooregan, b. Nov. 3, of Thomas and Mary; sponsors John Kelly and Helen Benet
Dec. 2: John Chrysostom, of Henry Divinni and Elizabeth Plott, wife; sponsor Catherine Plott —
F. T. Martin, O.P.
Dec. 7: Francis Augustine Waker, of Henry Waker and Rachel; sponsor Mary Waker -- F. T. Martin, O.P.
Dec. 8: John, b. Nov. 30, of John Adams and Elizabeth Finck; sponsor, Eliza Adams -- T. Martin, O.P.
Dec. 10: Bridget, of Thomas Sepple and Margaret McLeary, wife; sponsors, John Cassilly and wife -- T. Martin, O.P.
Dec. 11: Anthony, of Joseph Arnold and Susanna Heckinger, wife; sponsors William Jones and Elizabeth Arnold -- Tho. Martin, O.P.
Dec. 25: Joseph, b. June 3, 1828, of George Hartman and Mary Harrison; sponsors Joseph Hartman and Mary Patterson -- J. V. DeRaymaeker
Dec. 27: Hariet Joanna, b. Dec. 13, 1828, of James Boyle and Rachel Campbell; sponsor Susanna Erin -- F. T. Martin, Missionarius, O.P.

1829
Jan. 6: Sarah Patten, of John Patten and Mary Ward; sponsors Hugh McGonagle and Mary Quinn (alias McGonagle)
Jan. 11: Francis Laurent, of Peter Francis and Mary Vautier; sponsors Sabourin and Mary Bouquet -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Jan. 19: Henry Thomson, b. July 1828, of [blank] and Mary (Catechumen); sponsor Elizabeth Rouffner -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Feb. 7: John McNaull, b. Aug. 30, 1828, of John McNaull and Rose Downey; sponsors James Downey and Mary Beall -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P., Miss.
Mar. 12: Grace, b. Jan. 16, 1829, of Joseph Kirk and wife Susanna Carr; sponsors James McFadden and Anna McFadden -- F. T. Martin, Missionarius, O.P.
Mar. 19: Sarah Joanna Rider, b. Jan. 27, of Anthony Rider and Mary Handely; sponsor Sarah Rider -- J.B.V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Mar. 23: Nicholas, b. Feb. 27, of Anthony Clunck and Elizabeth Elder; sponsors Nicholas Marshall and his wife -- F. T. Martin, O.P.
Mar. 23: Dominic, of John Small and Bridgit McEvoy; sponsors Patrick Fitzpatrick and Elizabeth Fitzpatrick -- F. T. Martin, O.P.
Mar. 27: Margaret, b. June 14, 1820, of Daniel Sheehy and Joanna McClain; sponsor Mary Woods -- F. T. Martin, O.P.
Mar. 27: Joanna, b. Aug. 1, 1818, of Daniel Sheehy and Joanna McClain; sponsor Mary Woods -- F. T. Martin, O.P.
Mar. 27: McClane L. Sheehy, b. May 13, 1813, of Daniel [Sheehy] and Joanna McClain; sponsor Cornelius Campbell -- F. T. Martin, Missionarius, O.P.
Apr. 16: Peter, b. Feb. 22, 1828, of Peter Marshall and Catherine Felix; sponsors John Shomacker and Theresa Caultin -- Tho. Martin, O.P.
May 17: Charles and Mary Daily, children of Charles and Elizabeth; sponsors [blank] McMullan with
his daughter, Anna -- Joh. Mart. Hennij
May 20: Michael Joseph, of Levi Lisch and Susanna; sponsors Paul Geary and Catherine Geary -- at the Congregation of St. Barnabas [Deavertown]
May 20: Julia, of George Bergin and Mary; sponsors Anthony Gosman and Bergin – at same
May 20: Mary, of Thomas Fail and Louisa; sponsors James Goho and Mary Bergin – at same
-- Joh. Mart. Hennij
June 10: Jane Connolly, of Michael and Pheba; sponsors Robert and Cecilia Bennet -- N. D. Young
June l0: Elizabeth Connolly, of Michael and Phebie Connolly; sponsors Robert and Cecilia Bennet -- N. D. Young
[between June and November]: Richard McGinagle, of Richard McGonagle and Johanna McGonagle (alias Quin); sponsors Owen Martin and Grace McGonagle -- D. J. O’Leary
June 13: Daniel Koonce, of Daniel Koonce and Mary Smith; sponsors, Thomas Flowers and Mary Flowers
June 18: Mary Smith (alias Koonce)
June 21: Henry James, of Michael and Mary McCannon; sponsors, Henry McGough and Patience McGough
July 13: Marianna Noonan, of J. Noonan and Catherine Malony; sponsors, Edward Whelan and Sophie West
July 19: Elizabeth Bennet, of Robert and [blank]; sponsors Manuel Crosson and Elizabeth Hynes -- S. L. Montgomery
Aug. 1: Michael and Catherine Rian, children of Denis and Catherine Rian; sponsors Michael Laurence Curri and Catherine Ann Anderson -- N. D. Young
Aug. 30: James Slaven, of Edward Slaven and Bridgit Donohue; sponsors Charles McKenny and Mary Saffron (alias McKenny)
Aug. 30: John Carr, of John Carr and Magdalen Beard; sponsors, Daniel Calahan and Catherine Slaven
Aug. 30: James McCluskey, of Charles McCluskey and Catherine Doherty; sponsors James Doherty and Ann Doherty
Aug. 30: G. R. Tuite baptized Joseph Etienne, of Joseph Etienne; sponsors Franc Moulin and Barbara Moulin
Sept. 2: Catherine Pierson, of Joseph Schellé and Mary Fribourg -- G.R. Tuite
Sept. 6: Anna McFagen, of Charles and Margaret; sponsors, Joseph E. Delong and Mary McGargle -- S.L. Montgomery
Sept.19: Alexis Verrier, of Antoine Verrier and Marie Meunies ??; sponsors Marie ----- [?] and Alexis Perron -- G. Tuite
Sept.19: James Dupre, of Maurice Dupre and Mary Bouquet; sponsors, Jacque Bedot and Marie Cath. Perron
Sept.27: James Welsh, of James and Elizabeth; sponsor, Fanny Crosson -- S.L. Montgomery
Sept.27: Mary Ring, of Matthew and Mary Ring; sponsor, Margaret O'Hara -- S.L. Montgomery
Oct. 2: Eugene Freele, of Francis Freele and Grace Doherty; sponsors Daniel Calahan and Anna Slevin alias Calahan -- in the congregation of St. Patrick (Maclooney) -- D. Josh. O'Leary, O.P.
Oct. 8: Carolina Berdoone [Bardoon on a second page], of John Louis and Catherine, sponsor Mary McCune
Oct. 16: Franz Hartman; sponsors, Jose [?] Hartman and Cath. Trout -- G. Tuite
Oct. 16: John Hartman; sponsor, Sarah Patterson
----- : Francis Marchand, of Francis and Marie Frié [?]; sponsors Joseph Shellé and Frances Shellé -- G. R. Tuite
[same day]: Ann M'Cue, of John and Mary M'Cue; sponsor Felix M’Ann
Oct. 18: Mary, of Peter and Anna Patridge; sponsors John Clark and Margaret Patridge
Nov. l: Catherine McCann, of Daniel McCann and Ann Casily; sponsors James Clark and Ann Clark -- D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Nov. 2: Sylvester Keohoe, of James Keohoe and Susanna Borgoon; sponsors James Barry and Mary Barry -- D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Dec. 20: Mary, of James McDonnell and Mary Ann Stine; sponsors, Edward Slaven and Bridget Slaven -- F. D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Dec. 25: Mary Ann Wilson, of James Wilson and Anna Prebble (Walnut Creek); sponsors John Kense and Mary Kense -- D. J. O'L., O. Prae.

1830
Jan. 4: John, of Henry Giles and Sophia Scofield; sponsors Samuel Dean and Ann McIntire, in congregation of St. Patrick, Maclooney
Jan. 6: Margaret Gainer, of Philip and Anna Gainer; sponsors Henry and Ellen McDermott -- S. L. Montgomery
Mar. 7: Elizabeth McDermott, of Henry McDermott and Susanna Maclevan; sponsors Robert McDonnell and Elizabeth Campbell
Mar. 7: Received into the Church and baptized Daniel Berry; sponsor, John Doyle
----- : Catherine Messer; sponsor Margaret Messer -- S. L. Montgomery
Mar. 12: Catherine, of Peter Carning and Bridget McGovern; sponsors, Patrick Finigan and Helen Riely, in Brownsville, Ohio -- J. D. O'Leary
Apr. 25: Simon and Elenor Garden, children of James and Sarah; sponsors John Clark and Elinor Clark -- S. L. Montgomery
May 3: Daniel McGravy, of James and Elizabeth; sponsor Margaret Conely -- S. L. Montgomery
May 25: John Largey, of Patrick Largey, without ceremonies -- N. D. Young
May 30: Catherine Stuckey, of David Stuckey and Martina Flum; sponsors Mathias Flowers and Mary Flowers -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary
June 6: John, of John Redmond and Bridget Jordan; sponsors, George Redmond and Mary Redmond -- D. J. O'Leary
June 13: David, of Joseph and Margaret Finck -- N. D. Young
June 18: Sarah, of Johanna McCormick; sponsor, Mary Lynch -- D. J. O'Leary
June 20: John Largey, of Patrick and Jane Largey; sponsors James and Rosa Cain [See May 25 above.] -- S. L. Montgomery
Aug. l: Laurence Rien, of William and Elizabeth Rien -- N. D. Young
Aug. l: Elizabeth Anna, of Daniel and Elena Clark -- N. D. Young
Aug. 5: Rosanna Clark, of John Clark and Helena Robinson; sponsors Helena Clark and James Gordon -- Frater J. D. O'Leary
Aug. 15: Magdalen Bernard, of Leo Bernard and Catherine Kilk; sponsors Morehand Bushsaw and Mary Bushsaw -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
Aug. 18: Henry and Rose, children of Thomas Ward and Leida Schaa, children of three and four years, together with Eva, daughter of [blank] Bierd and Leida Schaa, almost thirteen years old. The parents reside in Dres[den?] [The edge of the page is torn or worn off.]
Sept.12: Mary, of Henry Starner and Mary Stule; sponsors Adam Fink and Mary Flowers -- Frater D. Josh. O’Leary, O.P.
Sept. 27 [or 29]: Frances Bridget Dittoe, of John and Margaret Dittoe; sponsors Mr. and Mrs. Cluney -- N. D. Young, O.P.
Oct. 17: Emily Flowers, of Matthew Flowers and Mary Elder; sponsors John Crossin and Elizabeth Flowers -- Frater Dan Josh O'Leary, O.P.
Oct. 17: Leander, of Warfi--- Bennett and Caroline Benili; sponsor, Edua--- Bennett; the infant was three months old.
Oct. 17: Louis, of Michael Wagener and Magdal. Studer; sponsor George Studer
Oct. 27: Bridget Horahan, of Thomas Horahan and Mary McGarvy; sponsors Peter Anderson and Catherine Ward
Oct. 27: Owen McInulty, of Hugh McInulty and Catherine McInulty, alias Martin; sponsors John Barry and Mary + He was previously privately baptized. -- Frater D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Nov. 14: Mary Ledie, of Arthur Le lie and Catherine Collins alias Ledlie; sponsors Robert Bennett and Cecilia Bennett

[Same day]: Catherine Ledlie, of Arthur Ledlie and Catherine Collins alias Ledlie; sponsors Robert Bennett and Cecilia Bennett, at Rutland, Meigs Co., Ohio -- Frater Danl Jos O'Leary, O.P.
Nov. 15: Helen, of Anthony Dittoe and Catherine Anderson; sponsors Joseph Dittoe and Helen Krim
Nov. 27: Daniel Clark, of Rose Clark; sponsors Peter Anderson and Mary Clark -- D. J. O'Leary
Nov. [blank]: Basil, of James Clark and Mary Gordon; sponsors Cornelius Crossin and Helen Gordon
Nov. [blank]: Mary, of John Welsch and Catherine Mackanaly; sponsors John Donley and Catherine Boner

1831
Jan. 1: Thomas Sapp, son of M. Magers [&] Winifret – C. D. Bowling
Jan. 5. Eleanor Durben; spons. B. Durben & Mary Buckenham -- C. D. Bowling
[The above three entries were crossed out. They appear in the records at St. Luke Parish, Danville, Knox County.]
Feb. 20: John, of Mathew Ring and Mary Ring; sponsors John Clark and Elizabeth Anna McMullan -- Fred Rèsè
Feb. 20: Bernard, of John Patton and Mary Patton; sponsors Richard McGenegel and Johana M'Genegel -- Fred Rèsè
Feb. 20: Anna Mary, of John Kim and Elizabeth Kim; sponsors Gregory Metsiher and Mary Magdalena Brandly -- Fred Rèsè
Mar. 6: Michael Sleven, of Cornelius and Margaret Sleven; sponsors Owen Donley and Catherine Sharkey -- C.D. Bowling
Mar. 21: Mary, of George Herzog and Genevieve Laube; sponsors, Joseph Laube and Theresa Roder
Mar. 22: Edward, of Charles M'agfershen and Margaret M'agferschen; sponsors Michael Weiss and Mary M'agferschen
Mar. 27: Mary, of James Dittoe and Sarah Keim; sponsors Peter Anderson and Sara Mecder[mo]t
Apr. 3: James, of Michael Metzcher and Apolonia Reijj; sponsors John Kiem and Ma[gda]lена Muller
Apr. 4: Francis McDonnell, of James McDonnell and Mary Stine; sponsors William Stine and Abalonia Litzinger -- D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Apr. 4: Rosanna Dolen, of Patrick Dolen and Mary Byres; sponsors, Henry Banastilé and Anna Banastil -- D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Apr. 17: James McManamy, of Thomas McManamy and Rachel Rogers (he was previously privately baptized); sponsors Alexander Clark and Mary Clark -- Daniel Josh O'Leary, O.P.
Apr. 17: Henry Walsh, of James Walsh and Elizabeth MacGough; sponsors Patrick Lynch and Patience Lynch -- D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Apr. 21: Isabella, of James Freele and Margaret Freele; sponsors Anna Anderson and Margaret Hering; born June 21, 1813 -- Frater Josh O'Leary, O.P.
Apr. 24: Vincent, of Levi Bargaun and Anna Lilly, three weeks old; sponsor Mary Margaret Gleiss
Apr. 25: Thomas Flowers, of Catherine Funk; sponsors Thomas Flowers and Mary Crouse -- D. J. O'Leary
May 8: James Brown, of William Brown and Teresa Moore; sponsors, James Martin and Margaret Martin [-- D. J. O'Leary]
May 8: Mary Johanna Sanders, of George Sanders and Helen Bennet; sponsors William Bennet and Helen Largey
May 22: Louis David Frunele, of Silas Frunele and Milinda; sponsors James Sheran and Margaret Sharkey -- D.J. O'Leary
June 4: Francis Joseph Miller, of Peter F. Miller and Elizabeth Garick; sponsors Francis Leigh or Lee and Elizabeth Dumold -- Josh Danl. O'Leary
June 17: Anna Curran, of Michael Curran and Mary Robison; sponsor Elizabeth Walsh -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary
June 20: Alexander Gonder, of Daniel and Rosanna Gonder; sponsor Charles White-- C. D. Bowling
June 20: Elizabeth Gonder, of Daniel and Rosanna Gonder; sponsor, Ch. White -- C. D. Bowling
June 20: Margaret Gonder, of Daniel and Rosanna Gonder; sponsor, Chr. White -- C. D. Bowling
July 1: Anna Edington, of James Edington and Mary Guold (b. 21 Dec. 1810); sponsor Rebecca Flowers -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
July 3: David Shanks, b. March 4, 1803, of Tobias [?] Shanks and Sarah Hoban; sponsor Patrick Lynch -- Frater D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
July 4: Margaret Curran, b. Jan. 2, 1827, of Michael Curran and Mary Robinson; sponsors Thomas Flowers and Margaret Clark -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
July 4: John Scully, of Michael Scully and Anna McDonnell; sponsors Adam Clark and Mary McDonnell -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
July 15: Anna McFarlin, of Michael and Catherine McFarlin; sponsors Hugh Sharkey and Maryann his wife -- C. D. Bowling
July 31: Joseph P. Buckhannon, of John and Mary Buckhannon; sponsors Patrick and Bridget Donly -- C. Bowling
Aug. 7: James Anthony Dittoe, of John and Lucretia Dittoe; sponsors Anthony Dittoe and Catherine Dittoe -- James V. Bullock
Aug. 8: Patrick Sweeney, of Patrick Sweeney and Elizabeth Cronin; sponsors Patrick O'Hara and Anna Clark -- Fr. Do J. O'Leary
Aug. 8: Elizabeth Sweeney, of Patrick Sweeney and Elizabeth Cronin; sponsors Patrick O'Hara and Anna Clark -- Fr. Do J. O'Leary
Aug. 8: Mary Murphy, of Hugh Murphy and Anna Atkins; sponsors Michael Scully and Margaret Clark -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary
Aug. 15: Patrick Curran, of Michael Curran and Mary Robinson; sponsors John Dittoe and Susanna Slevin -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary
Aug. 15: Cornelius and Joseph Solomon Curran, children of Michael Curran and Mary Robinson; sponsors John Dittoe and Susanna Slevin -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
Aug. 21: Ceremonies supplied for Mary McGravy, of John McGravy and Mary Carr; sponsors John Angles and Sarah McDermott (She previously was privately baptized by Henry Dittoe in the town of Somerset.) -- Frater D.J. O'Leary
Sept. 2: Sara Kelly, of Patrick Kelly and Mary Kelly; sponsors John [?Praesede] and Margaret O'Hara -- Fr. Do J. O'L.
Sept. 5: Henry McInally, of James McInally and Isabella McAvetin [?]; sponsors James Hanlon and Mary Johanna Robey -- D. J. O'Leary
----- : Felix McTeirnan, of Michael and Ann McTeirnan; sponsors John Nangle and Mary McFadden
----- : Mary McCann, of Daniel and Nancy McCann; sponsors Daniel O'Hara and Elizabeth Cassily
Oct. 9: James Patridge, of Peter and Anna Patridge; sponsors Henry Martin and Maryann Clark -- C. D. Bowling
Oct. 9: Mary Magary, of John and Elizabeth Magry; sponsors John Mc[Ken?y?] and Rose Caton -- C. D. Bowling
Oct. 30: Michael McCarthy, of Owen McCarthy and Mary Loony; sponsors Edward Brady and Anna Bonestile -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
----- : Mary, of James Gallagher and Mary Nigle; sponsors, David Piron and Sara Johnson -- J. V. Bullock
Nov. 4: Elizabeth of Charles Daly and Elizabeth McConnill; sponsor Anna Anderson -- D. J. O'Leary
Nov. 8: John, of Patrick McLoughlin -- Fr. Do J. O'Leary
Dec. 11: Margaret, of John McKierney and Rosanna Keating; sponsors Peter Keating and Mary Clark -- D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Dec. 18: Margaret, of William Ryan and Elizabeth Miller; sponsors, John Crossin and Hanna Lange [?] -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
Dec. 24: John Hutlade, of Peter and Catherine; sponsors, David Perring and Catherine Perung -- C. D. Bowling

1832
Jan. 1: James Kelly, of Catherine Kelly; sponsor Anna Anderson -- J. V. Bullock
Jan. 1: John Grimes, of Bernard and Mary Grimes; sponsors William Patridge and Susanna Cassily -- N. D. Young
Jan. 1 [or ??]: Mary Ann McClosky, of James McClosky and [blank] Dougherty; sponsors James Dougherty and Mary Cunningham -- J. V. Bullock
Jan. 9: Hugh, of William Shesky and Sarah Cayton; sponsors Thomas McBennet and Cecilia McBennet -- J. V. Bullock
Jan. 15: Joseph Clark, of John and Eleonora Clark; sponsors James McGanhan and Abberella Litzinger
   -- C. D. Bowling
--- 8: John Donally, of Hugh Donally and Susanna Golly; sponsors Joseph Flowers and Catherine
   Anna Sterner [?]
Jan. 22: Owen Martin, of James Martin and Margaret McCrystal; sponsors Henry Martin and Mary
   McCrystal -- James V. Bullock
Jan. 29: Barbara Johanna, of James Sheeran and Mary Sharkey; sponsors John McKearin and Sara
   Sharkey -- Frater Danl. Josh. O'Leary, O.P.
Feb. 12: Patrick Gallagher, of Patrick and Rosanna McIntire; sponsors John Sweeney and Catherine
   Morris -- J. V. Bullock
Feb. 12: James Noon, of Charles and Anna Fealty; sponsors Dennis Noon and Catherine McConnel --
   J. V. Bullock
Feb. 18: James Kinkelberry, of Peter and Elizabeth Kinkelberry; sponsors Francis McShane and Anna
   McIntire -- J. V. Bullock
Feb. 25: James, of Thomas McElroy and Catherine McQuade; sponsors James Barry and Margaret
   McQuade -- Frater D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
--- 26: Sarah Jane Green, of Joshua and Elizabeth Hughes; sponsors Patrick Lynch and Patience
   Lynch -- J. V. Bullock
Mar. 11: Rosanna, of Hugh McGonagle and Mary Quinn; sponsors Patrick Finigan and Elizabeth
   Bringardner -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Mar. 25: Clarissa Brady, of Edward and Elizabeth Brady (alias Brady); sponsors John Cassily and
   Catherine Cassily -- J. V. Bullock
Mar. 28: Maryanna Largy, of Patrick Largy and Joanna Cassily; sponsors Thomas Casily and Sarah
   Casily -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
Apr. 1: William McGahan, of James and Fanna Brown; sponsors James Higgins and Elizabeth Higgins
   -- J. V. Bullock
Apr. 24: Nicholas Crossin, of Samuel Crossin and Margaret Crossin; sponsors George Redmond and
   Anna Redmond -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
May 12: Anna Mary Dittoe, of Anthony Dittoe and Catherine Anderson; sponsors Mathias Flowers and
   Ann Clark -- James V. Bullock
May 13: Sarah Curran, of Patrick Curran and Mary Robison; sponsors James O'Kaine and Rose
   McGunacle -- J. V. Bullock
May 20: Daniel Miles Kense, of John Kense and Elizabeth Dittoe; sponsors Miles Cloony and Margaret
   Cloony -- F. D. J. O'Leary
May 20: Joseph Anthony Sinclair, of Anthony Sinclair and Mary Tearch; sponsors Christopher Stilling
   [?] and Teresa Bringardner -- F. D. J. O'Leary
May 30: John Barnard, of Leo and Catherine Barnard; sponsors Joseph and Agnes Dull -- C. D.
   Bowling
June 10: Edward McGargle, of William McGargle and Anne McFagin; sponsors James Hanlon and
   Mary McFagin -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
June 11: (In the church of St. Joseph) Joseph Brien Welsh, adult
June 17: Josua Doyle Bell, of Henry Bell and Margaret Lanam; sponsors Josua Doyle and Susanna
   Doyle -- Frater D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
June 21: Miles Greene, of John Green and Catherine Greene; sponsors Thomas McIntire and Bridget
   McIntire -- J. V. Bullock
June 21: William Augustine Dean, son of James and Jemima Dean; sponsors John Greene and
Catharine Greene -- J. V. Bullock

June 21: Nicholas Snyder, of James and Elizabeth (Stines) Snyder; sponsors Rudolph Rudy and Elizabeth Rudy -- J. V. Bullock

June 24: Hugh, of John Roby and Margaret Sherky; sponsors James Sharon and his wife, Mary Sherky Sharon -- J. V. Bullock

July 7: Sarah, of James Gordon and Sarah; sponsors James Clark and Elenor Clark -- Frater D. J. O'Leary

July 13: Henrietta Margaret Clemens, of Henry and Ruth Clemens; sponsor Margaret Bell -- C. D. Bowling

July 30: Alexis Flowers, of Martin Flowers and Mary Elder; sponsors Charles Elder and Elizabeth Elder -- Frater Dl. Jos. O'Leary, O.P.

Aug. 2: John O'Kain, of Neal O'Kain and Mary Rogers; sponsors Hugh Sharkey and Margaret Conyan [or perhaps Latin for “wife”] -- J. V. Bullock

Aug. 5: Elizabethe McGravy, of James and Elizabeth McGravy; sponsors James O'Kain and Helen Clark -- J. V. Bullock

Aug. 5: William James Vicars, of Elias Vicars and Mary Hewit; sponsor Susana Hewit -- Frater Daniel Jos. O'Leary

Aug. 11: Mary Josepha, of Martin Kim and Mary Elizabeth Marer; sponsors Dominic and Mary Josepha Kim -- Mart. Kundig

Aug. 12: Sarah Elizabeth Forker, of William Forker and Rosanna Dugan; sponsors Edward Slevin and Ann Slevin -- J. V. Bullock

Aug. 26: Francis Good, of John and Elizabeth Good; sponsors Henry and Permelia Walker -- C. D. Bowling

Sept. 1: Margaret Elizabeth Stine, of John and Mary Stine; sponsor Catherine Kelly -- J. V. Bullock

Sept. 7: Samuel Bell, conditionally, two years of age -- Fr. D. J. O'Leary

Sept. 9: William Thomas, of John Flowers and Anna Edington; sponsors Joseph Flowers and Elizabeth Flowers

Sept. 9: Elizabeth Murphy, of Patrick Murphy and Anna Good; sponsors John Flowers and Anna Flowers -- J. V. Bullock

Sept. 11: David Nicholas Logsdon, of David Logsdon and Anna Mattingly; sponsors Ambrose Hayden and Ann Durbin -- J. V. Bullock


Sept. 18: William May -- Danl. Josh O'Leary

Sept. 18: Alexander May -- Danl. Josh O'Leary


Oct. 8: James Clark, of Hugh Clark and Rosanna Connelly; sponsors Francis Clark and Mary McLane -- Fr. D1. Josh. O'Leary

Oct. 18: Mary Anna Dowling, of Patrick Dowling and Mary Dowling; sponsors Patrick Tool and Ann Tool -- J. V. Bullock

Oct. 28: Bridget, of Patrick Clark and Mary Jordan; sponsors Peter Clark and Mary Clark -- Fr. Josh Dl. O'Leary, O. Prae.

Nov. 18: Mary, of Thomas Benney and Cecilia Caton; sponsors Patrick Finegan and Helen Largy -- Fr. Danl. Josh. O'Leary

Dec. --: Mary, of John Dittoe and Margaret Redmond; sponsors, Henry Dittoe and Bridget Redmond -- Frater Dan. Jos. O'Leary
Dec. 25: Margaret Johana Kean, of John Kean and Catherine Slevin; sponsors James Kean and Rose Kean -- Fr. Danl. J. O'Leary, Ord. Prae.

1833

Jan. 1: Anna Patridge, of Peter Patridge and Anna Quinn; sponsors William Patridge and Margaret Clark (alias Patridge) -- J. V. Bullock
Jan. 3: Catherine, of Joseph Brandfloetter and Mary Ann Schott; sponsors Francis Ley and Elizabeth Steine -- J. B. V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Jan. 4: John, b. Jan. 1, 1833, of John Motter and Mary Anna Stalter; sponsors John Stalter and Elizabeth Resener -- J. B. V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Jan. 4: Mary Anna, b. Dec. 28, 1832, of John Baptist Pfaff and Anna Mary Runser; sponsors James Bertlie and Anna Mary Bernards -- T.G.VD Broek
Jan. 13: Thomas, born 26 April 1829, of Timothy Caufield and Nancy Hynes; sponsors James McGahan and Susanna Slaven -- J. B. V. DeRaymaeker, O.P.
Jan. 20: Margaret Sweney, of Patrick Sweney and Elizabeth Cronin; sponsors Thomas Morin (?) and Anna Farrel -- J. V. Bullock
Jan. 27: Margaret Dugan, of [blank] Dugan and Elizabeth Giles; sponsors John Noon and Mary Smith -- J. V. Bullock
Feb. 4: John Louis Dittoe, of James Dittoe and Sarah Kain; sponsors Martin Bringarner and Marianne Murray -- Fr. Daniel Josh. O'Leary
Feb. 23: Margaret Ring, of Matthew Ring and Mary McMullen; sponsors James Clark and Eliza Ann McMullen -- J. V. Bullock
Mar. 10: Charles McFagin, of Michael McFagin and Margaret Kelly; sponsors James Hanlon and Sarah McFagan
Mar. 10: Mary Johanna McChristin, of James McChristin and Johanna McGeary; sponsors George Redmand and Helen Largy
Mar. 31: Teresa McFaggin, of Charles McFaggin and Margaret Murray; sponsors Joshua Greene and Elizabeth McGeary -- Frater Dl. Jos. O'Leary
Apr. 14: Mary Ann Dittoe, of John Dittoe and Lucretia Wilson; sponsors Joseph Fink and Margaret Fink. -- Fr. Dl. Josh. O'Leary
May 12: Catherine, of John Wybul (?) and Mary Possett; sponsors Joseph Hellebroth and Mary Ann Smith -- Tho. Martin
---- 26: Sarah Ann McGough, of John McGough and Hanna Grace; sponsors, James Burgoon and Margaret Grace -- J. V. Bullock
---- 26: Elizabeth Cochran, of Sarah Cochran; sponsor Hanna Logue -- J. V. Bullock
May 30: James Thomas, of David Walsh and Elizabeth O'Neil; sponsors Edward Slevin and Rosanna Slevin -- F. T. Martin
June 2: Mary Cecilia, of James McEntire and Elizabeth Costigan; sponsors Thomas Walker and Amelia Walker -- F. Tho. Martin, O.P.
---- 9: Henry, b. May 12, of Hugh McNulty and Catherine Martin; sponsors John Crosson and Sarah McChrystal -- F. Tho. Martin, O.P.
June 14: Anna Mary Litzinger, of John Litzinger and Juliana Stine; sponsors William Anderson and Lydia Stine -- J. V. Bullock
June 21: Michael Byrnes, of John Byrnes and Mary Cody; sponsors Henry and Anna Bonistile -- Fr.
June 23: William Crosby, of Gilbert Crosby and Anna Timpany; sponsors Barnabas and Mary Grimes
-- Fr. D. J. O'Leary

July 21: Helen, of John McGravy and Mary Carr; sponsors, John Nangle and Bridget Dowling -- J. V. Bullock

July 21: Anna, of John Patten and Mary Ward; sponsors Dennis McGunicle and Grace Collins -- J. V. Bullock

July 23: Thomas, of Henry Sterner and Mary Stoull; sponsors Thomas McKown and Sarah Small -- F. Tho Martin


Aug. 7: John, of Christopher Steele and Anna Eberstyn; sponsors, Conrad Litsick and Magdalen Cobel
-- T. G. Van Der Broek, O.P.

Aug. 18: Magdalen, of Joseph Mercelli [?] and Mary Anna Bosh; sponsors Henry Starner and M---- Bosh -- Frater Danl. Josh. O'Leary

Aug. 27: Henry, born the 2nd of this month, of Michael Metscher and Apolonia Reiman; sponsors John Kiem and Fidelis Marxs [?] -- T. G. VD Broek

Aug. 29: Catherine, of Thomas McManamy and Rachel Rogers; sponsor Mary Moran -- Frater Daniel Josh. O'Leary

Oct. 6: Elizabeth, of Hugh Murphy and Anna Atkins; sponsors John Clark and Anna Conolly -- D. J. O'Leary

Oct. 6: Elizabeth, of John McGary and Elizabeth Williams; sponsors Robert McDonnell and Margaret McDonnell -- D. J. O'Leary

Oct. 6: Marianna McNally, of James McNally and [blank] McCavigan; sponsors Henry McNally and Mary McCrystal -- D. J. O'Leary

Oct. 6: James, of Brice Walsh and Mary Kense [?]; sponsors Frederick Kense and Catherine Starner
-- D. J. O'Leary

Oct. 13: Joanna Elizabeth, of John Beck and Joanna Cunningham; sponsor Mary Bauman -- F. Th. Martin

Oct. 17: Rosanna, of William Sharkey and Sarah Caton; sponsors James Hanlon and Bridget Dolan
-- F. D. Josh. O'Leary

Oct. 27: Charles, of Roger McGonneccel and Johanna Dew; sponsors John Patton and Rosa World
-- T. G. VD Broek, O.P.

Nov. 3: Joanna McCann, of Daniel McCann and Ann Cassilly; sponsors Patrick O'Hara and Mary Kane
-- F. Thos Martin

Nov. 3: Joseph, of Edward McShane and Catherine McK----; sponsors, James Riely [?] and Elizabeth Campbell -- Tho Martin

Nov. 17: Catherine, of Timothy Lavan and Mary Dolan; sponsors James Gallaher and Mary McGeavy
-- D. J. O'Leary

Nov. 22: Rose, of James Greeks [?] and Mytge [?] War; sponsors, June McNonly and Ros. McNeel[
“was baptized, not “I baptized”]

Nov. 22: Patrick, of John Killin and Rosa Ketln; sponsors Patrick McJame and Rose Ketin [“was
baptized, not “I baptized”] -- T. G. VD Broek

Nov. 24: Margaret, of Owen McCarthy and Mary McCarthy; sponsors Henry Bonesteel and Grace
McGuigel -- T. G. VD Broek, O.P.

Nov. 24: John, of John Kientz and Elizabeth Kientz; sponsors John Ditoe and Margaret Ditoe -- T. G.
VD Broek, O.P.

Nov. 25: James Alfred, b. Nov. 22, 1833, of John Good and Elizabeth Lloyd; sponsors James Costigan and Anna Clark -- F. Th Martin
Nov. 28: Catherine, of Hugh Donnelly and Susanna Gaunly [?]; sponsors Mary Walsh and T--- Walsh -- F. T. Martin
Nov. 29: John, of John Kim and Mary Kim; sponsors John Dittoe and Mary Reddeman Ditoe -- T. G. VD Broek
Dec. 4: Daniel, b. Oct. 11, of William Ryan and Mary Elizabeth Miller; sponsors Alexander Clarke and Mary Byrnes -- F. Tho Martin
Dec. 4: James, b. 3rd, of Bernard McCullagh and wife; sponsors Hugh Clark and Mary Ann Clark -- F. Tho Martin, O.P.
Dec. 5: William, of John Brown and Mary Clark; sponsor Catherine Clarke -- F. Tho Martin
Dec. 26: Baptized in Gersey [Guernsey] County in St. Dominic Church, Andrew Holtz, of Andrew Holtz and Martina Pellicaen; sponsors Bastian and Smitsmetser and Rigor [?] Sigele -- T. VD Broek
Dec. 27: Mary Magd., of John Dedel and Mary Steek; sponsor Barbara Steinberger -- T. G. VD. Broek

1834

Jan. 1: Frances Ryley, of George and Rosanna Ryley; sponsors, John ----- and Margaret Shin [?]== N. D. Young
Jan. 4: William, of James Johnson and Sarah Gordon -- F. Tho Martin
Jan. 10: John, of Joseph Stuter and Magdalen Stuter; sponsors Joseph Stuter junior and Anna Mary Bourgoun -- T. G. VD Broek
Jan. 11: Elizabeth, of John Keese and Elizabeth Smits; sponsors George Keese and Elizabeth Keese -- T. G. VD Broek
Jan. 20: Sarah, of William Ward and Anna Jordan; sponsors James O'Kean and Mary Patten -- Frater Danl Josh O'Leary
Jan. 30: Thomas Grimes, of Bernard Grimes and Elenora Cassilly; sponsors Charles and Ellenora Cassilly -- J. M. McGrady
Jan. 31: Cornelius, of George Borer and Margaret Myer; sponsors Michael Meyer and Margaret Frikkers -- T. G. VD. Broek, O.P.
Feb. 2: Mary Ann Karney, of William Karney and Elizabeth Morra; sponsors John Flowers and Margaret Bash -- J. M. McGrady
Feb. 6: Johanna Mary Brown, of Henry Brown and Anna Allwine; sponsor Mary Crosby -- Frater Danl. Josh. O'Leary
Feb. 9: James, of John Clarke and Elenor Robinson; sponsors Patrick and Catherine Donnelly -- F. T. Martin
Feb. 9: Mary Anna, of Maurice Freil and Mary Freil; sponsors Patrick Gallagher and Catherine Morrisy -- F. Th. Martin
Feb. 9: Frances, of Francis McCambridge and Mary Bradley; sponsors John Sanders and Elenor Connolly -- F. Th Martin
Feb. 10: Harriet Carolina, of Edward Brown and Elizabeth Collier; sponsors Tully [Toole?] Slevin and Susanna Slevin -- F. Th. Martin
Feb. 10: Mary Louise, of Edward Brown and Elizabeth Collier; sponsor Theresa Brown -- F. Tho Martin
Feb. 13: Francis, of Arter Mulborl and Catherine Dollen; sponsors Henry Martin and Sarah McCristel -- T. G. VD. Broek
Feb. 15: Daniel, of Anthony Ditoe and Catherine Sanderson; sponsors Patrick Lints and Patricia Lints -- T. G. VD. Broek, O.P.
Feb. 18: Aloysius, of John Motter and Mary Ann Stalter; sponsors John Stalter and Elizabeth Klays -- T. G. Van Den Broek, O.P.
Feb. 22: Margaret, b. June 26, 1833, of Henry Farrell and Phoebe Priest; sponsor Margaret Farrell -- F. Th Martin
Feb. 23: Rosa, of James Greece and Mary War [?]; sponsors James McConny and Rosa McNewl
Feb. 23: Patrick, of John Cann [?] and Rosa Katin; sponsors Patrick McJane and Rosa Katin, junior -- T.G. VD. Broek, O.P.
Mar. 2: Sarah, of Michael Scully and Anna McDonnell; sponsors John O'Hara and Catherine Crosson -- T. Martin
[between March 2 and March 10]: Mary Louise, of Henry Clarke and Julia Walker; sponsors Michael Garaghty and his wife Sarah Garaghty -- F. Th Martin
Mar. 3: Sarah Anna, of Miles Clark and Appolonia Litzinger; sponsors John Litzinger and Juliana Litzinger -- Frater D. J. O'Leary, O.P.
Mar. 4: John, of Francis Joseph Lurbag [?] and Frances Bringia; sponsors Francis Lye and Mary Bernard -- T. G. VD. Broek, O.P.
Mar. 6: Theobald, of PeterHoedelei and Catherine Claes; sponsors Theobald Reesener and Margaret Pieron
Mar. 10: William, of George Hucks and Rosina Hucks; sponsors, Jacob Gangelhoff and Elizabeth Gangelhoff -- T G VD Broek
Mar. 11: Leo (b. 1831) and Edward (b. 1833), sons of Edward deLang and Rachel Delang; sponsors Michael dedding [?] and Anna McCorgel -- T G VD Broek, O.P.
Mar. 22: Mary Magdalen, of Martin Tumuld and Anna Mary Kobel; sponsors Nicholas Tumuld and Mary Magdalen Kobel -- T G VD Broek, O.P.
Mar. 24: Mary Anna, of Wendelin Tol and Mary Anna Stuter; sponsors Mynrad Boujour and Mary Mourits -- T. G. VD. Broek
Apr. 6: Anna Mary Crossin, of Samuel Crossin and Margaret Crossin; sponsors Cornelius Crossin and Catherine Crossin -- Frater D. J. O'Leary
Apr. 13: Anna, of Hugh McGongal and Mary Quinn; sponsors, John Naugh and Mary McGongal -- Tho Martin
May 8: Elizabeth, of Francis Clark and Rabeca Flowers; sponsors Joseph Flowers and Elizabeth, his wife -- Tho Martin
June l: Chrysostom, of William McGorgle and Anna McFadden; sponsors Cornelius Crossin and Margaret McFaddin -- J. M. McGrady
June 8: Joseph, of John Cane and Catherine Slaven; sponsors Patrick Slaven and Anna Slaven -- J. G. A. Allemann
June 15: in the church in Lacaster, Michael Sandorson, son of Louis and Mary Scharkle; sponsors Peter Gallus Schurhamer and Barbara Schartzel. -- J. G. A. Allemann
June 15: in the church in Lancaster, James, of Laurence Bash and Mary Bash; sponsors John Wirzburger and Mary Faeldi -- John G. Allemann
June 22: James Galligher, of James and Mary Nangle; sponsors Maurice Fittsgerald and Sarah Johnston -- J. M. McGrady
June 22: Note: The parents of the following three children, whom I baptized in the Church of St. Louis
in Rehoboth, married, moved from Pennsylvania into this state.
Sarah, of John Hoy and Margaret Hoy; sponsors James Gordon and Sara Rheinhart
Eleonora, of John Hoy and Margaret Hoy; sponsors James Clark and Mary Slaven
Margaret, of John Hoy and Margaret Hoy; sponsors Richard Slaven and Susanna Slaven
-- J. G. A. Allemann
June 24: Margaret, of John Welsh and Catherine Welsh (alias McCassally); sponsors James McBarron
and Mary McBarron (alias Gallagher) -- J. G. A. Allemann
July 27: John Jay, son of William and Ann Wartham; sponsors Joseph Jay and Sarah Wortham -- J. M. McGrady
July 27: in Lancaster, Elizabeth Magdalen, of Gallus Shurhamer and Elizabeth Wild; sponsors
Laurence Stortz and Magdalene Bish -- J. G. A. Allemann
July 27: in Lancaster, Mary Eleonora, of Henry Blaire and Henrietta Ann Elizabeth Barrick; sponsors
Augustine Lilly and Theresa Littlejohn [?] -- J. G. A. Allemann
Aug. 2: Margaret Cassilly, of Charles C. and Ellenora; sponsors John Brennan and Anna Slevin -- J. M. McGrady
Aug. 8: Mary Higgins, of John M. and Margaret Slem; sponsor Elizabeth Anderson -- J. M. McGrady
Aug. 10: James Owens, of James O. and Alicia Dorbey; sponsors James Leonard and Catherine Ward
-- J. M. McGrady
Aug. 20: Joseph, of Maurice Harter [?] and Marv Ann Harder (alias Toll); sponsors Anthony Toll and
Mary Anna Bernard -- J. G. Allemann
Aug. 24: in Lancaster, Bernard, of Jerome Wild and Elizabeth Ottney; sponsors John Adam Grosrut
and Magdalena Grosrut alias Miller -- J. G. Allemann
Sept. 22: Henry and Anna Daily, children of Charles D. and Elmzabeth McConnell; sponsors John and
Elizabeth Kintzr -- J. M. McGrady
Sept. 26: Ellenora Cassilly, wife of Charles Cassilly, about 25 years old, convert; sponsor Bridget
Slevin -- J. M. McGrady
Sept. 28: Elizabeth M. Christisn, of James M. Ch. and Joanna M. Geary; sponsors Michael Kelly and
Sally Largy -- J. M. McGrady

(End of book)